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he Evil House of Cheat:' Enter, if you dare
>p rinrtenH c.auaht cheating via the internet
IREY GADDIS
fifican guest writer
ffhat research paper that you've
Ji dreading is due next week and
[haven't even started. Countless
s will need to be spent in the
|0r, you could spend countless
lull's in cyberspace and have your
Butnu IT written for you, rough drafts
1 bibliography included at no exBurge.
•Web sites such as "SchoolSucks,"
J Ternipapers,"and "The Evil
fse of Cheat" exist solely for the
pose of selling pre-written or cusI written term papers. Within a
'minutes of searching key words
ft] as "term papers" or "research
|
one can find a variety of
Its offering "study aids" on just
ftut any subject.
J'Al Termpapers" claims that
B' are "Your resource for locating
'toximately 20,000 pre-written

termpapers for your research require
ments, as well as writers and editors of
proven ability to meet your specialproject research needs."
The internet sites involved with
selling term papers are shady them
selves. "The Evil House of Cheat" was
available to be reached one day, and
was later moved to a new address called
"Cheat House," but no explanation was
available.
Costs vary for these papers. Some
are free, others range from $35 per
page, and all services will claim that
"All work offered is for research pur
poses only."
UOP Dean of Students Dr. William
H. Barr is well aware of the opportuni
ties to cheat via cyberspace. Two of the
recent cases of plagiarism handled by
his office involved the internet.
"The students were quoting
heavily, verbatim, from Internet
sources without attribution, he said.
Those students were given written
reprimands which will be destroyed

when they leave, Barr said. "For a first
offense (the student) will get a letter
from me, a reprimand, a warning that
goes in their file here in student life,
but it does not appear in the registrar's
office, so it's not part of your perma
nent record...When you leave school
that's shredded, destroyed. It's not a
permanent mark."
Ryan Harsch, a sophomore, also

knows about the temptation to down
load papers, "I've heard of people do
ing it," he said, "Using it as a guide
for the paper is OK as long as you
don't plagiarize."
UOP professors said they can eas
ily check to see if a paper is stolen
verbatum from the web by simply
see Cheat page 2

Video classes
eyed at UOP
BILL PARKS

Pacifican staff writer

^Kpullsttj

Staying awake during long lec
tures can be a challenge in itself. But
would it be easier to stay alert if pro
fessors used more video screens, com
puters and cameras?
UOP has created an "instructional
technology task force" chaired by
David Fletcher in the School of Engi
neering, designed to improve com
munication between teacher and stu
dents using new innovations in tech
nology.
"The new technologies in com
munication offer some opportunities
to the university that have never been
there before," said Dean Donald Duns
of University College.
Video learning will allow students
on campus to interact with other
teachers and students via satellite
see Video Classes page 2
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BURGLARY
Where
Archania

When
Oct. 17

Loss
Bicycle

THEFT
Where
Recital Hall
WPC
Dance Studio
Public Safety Facility
William Knox Holt Library

When
Oct. 17
Oct. 17
Oct. 17
Oct. 19
Oct. 23

Loss
Rock Hopper mountain bike ($500)
Hard Rock mountain bike ($300)
Front tire from mountain bike ($50)
Vending machine burglarized
$20 from purse

VANDALISM
Where
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
School of Pharmacy
McCaffrey Center

When
Oct. 17
Oct. 17
Oct. 18

Damage
Damage to hood of car
Broken window
Unknowns burned holes in posters
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continued from page 1

transmission from other schools such
as the McGeorge School of Law, UOP's
School of Dentistry, and other cam
puses in the region.
Off-campus students may have
the option of taking "distance learn
ing", where they could receive lec
tures or learning material over long
distances without stepping foot onto
campus.
Duns said the administration is
looking into the possibility of link
ing the three campuses together
{School of Dentistry, McGeorge
School of Law, and UOP} to help
supplement some of the curriculum
offered here and offer students a new
angle when being in the classroom.
Distance learning programs may
be a great attraction for adult re-entry students who may find it hard to
balance time between, work, com

muting, and studying.
"Courses that involve memoriza
tion work like history would go great
with this, but classes that require lab
work and hands on training would
not be accessible to students and
would place them at a disadvantage,"
Ballentine said.
Other students frowned on the
potential of distance learning and
video conferencing in classrooms.
"I think it's not a very good idea,
cause that defeats the whole purpose
of going to school. If I just want to
learn the book part of school why
couldn't I just go get a video at the
bookstore? That's not the reason why
I paid all this money to come here...
dorm life and so many other things
that come with college life," said
sophomore David Choi, who cur
rently lives on campus.
"No student will get as rich an

educational experience if they're not
able to directly interact with a pro
fessor outside of class, so if you're tak
ing it by remote control so to speak,
you're not going to get the same edu
cational experience as if you were in
a classroom," Fletcher said.
"On the other hand, we do think
it's important to be technologically
current and to try to reach out to the
student populations that we don't
currently reach out to very effec
tively," he said.
Duns estimates the project may
cost around $150,000, but said a lot
of it depends on how many "bells and
whistles" you want with it.
"I would assume that {funding}
will be coming from gifts, grants, or
increased revenue... It might allow us
to bring new students into the Uni
versity in different ways that will help
pay for the costs," Duns said.

Cheat

I
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continued from page 1

entering a line from the paper into a
search engine and looking for a
match. Others questioned the value
of the free information.
"Any maniac can put something
on the Web. It makes it hard to evalu
ate the source," said communication
professor Dr. Randall J. Koper.
Students use the Internet for a va
riety of reasons. "I track stock prices,
get stock quotes and use it for job
search," said senior Grant Eckhardt.
"If I ever have a paper in the future
and can find sources on the Internet,
I will definitely use them- It's a lot
easier than going to the library."
Most of the cases of cheating
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could be easily rectified by simply cit
ing the sources used in the paper.
"It's not illegal to copy a paper
from somebody else, provided
you...make attribution," Barr said. "If
there are other references involved,
you should cite them too."
For those students who choose to
submit a pre-written paper as their
own, beware. Most professors are
aware of these web sights, but there is
little that can be done about them.
When asked if anything could be
done to prevent students from down
loading complete papers from the
Internet, the director of the UOP Unix
computer lab, David Lundy re
sponded, "I don't know. I don't know

how those sites work, but probably
not."
"I have heard of faculty members
who...will interview the student to see
if the student knows what he is talk
ing about," Lundy said.
The professor has the right to in
sist that the student show his or her
sources, said Barr. "We don't have
very much to offer in higher educa
tion beyond integrity," he said.
(You can find "The Evil House of
C h e a t " a t . h t t p : / /
www.CheatHouse.com,
"Schoolsucks" at http://
www.schoosucks.com and "A1
T e r m p a p e r " a t h t t p : / / a 1termpaper.com)

Subscriptions.
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124-hour campus surveillance decreases car theft
AECCA
RFCCA ROMANS

[pacifican guest writer

m

Some common-sense precauions have helped decrease the num
ber of car thefts at UOP for three
straight years, University Police said,
far this year the rate is even lower.
"Theft is part of our society, but
,ou can do things to limit the prob
lem," said UOP Public Safety Direc
tor, Robert Callaway.
Some safety measures are simple,
ike keeping your doors locked and
indovvs up at all times. Other opjons to consider are parking your
ar in a safe location, having a car
ilarm, or a steering wheel club, acirding to Callaway.
In 1993, U OP had 26 car thefts
on campus. The number decreased
to 16 stolen vehicles in 1994, and
kept decreasing to only 14 in 1995.
So far this year, UOP has only had
8 thefts, most of which were recov
ered.
"I feel pretty safe with my car on
[campus," said junior Lissa Jones,
"Public safety always seems to be

driving
t»onin„ an eye on
driving arnnnH
around keeping
things."
Many people on campus often
wonder what the best method is for
keeping your car safe while on cam
pus.
"I believe that a device called a
club that braces and locks the steer
ing wheel is one of the safest meth
ods," said Callaway.
"I think a car alarm is a good
method, but I hate when they just
go off for no reason-it's so annoy
ing," said junior Amy Deck.
"I try not to park my car in the
back parking lot," said sophomore
Kara Fillo, "I feel safer ifIpark closer
to whereIlive."
Public safety has helped to de
crease the number of thefts over the
past few years with a 24-hour patrol
ling around campus, according to of
ficials.
"I feel that Public Safety's 24hour patrol makes it much more dif
ficult for someone to steal my car,"
said junior Shelley Blum.
Using more precaution and ad
ditional devices to securing your car

Students feel safe with 24 hour campus patrol

will help increase the chance of a
safe car, saod UOP officials.
"I don't know what I would do
if my car got stolen on campus," said

junior Shannon Haugh,"I am defi
nitely going to decrease the chance
of my car being stolen by investing
in a club or car alarm."

The Graduate reopens after $30,000 kitchen fire

IKARA IFSW
LESH

|Pacifican guest writer
Just 48 hours after a $30,000 in
damage grease fire hit The Graduate
oar and restaurant, the long-time
Lnn camPus hangout opened its
doors again.
ir °"Monday' Oct. 28 at 3:15 p.m.
I vvepknnH* a b°oming homecoming
e Graduate, 20 customIcrs in'tFonfhan'"8 t0 Watch M°nday Night
Football were forced to evacuate.
guess we got lucky that it didn't

happen on Friday night when there
were over 200 people there," UOP
alumni Jenny Johnson said.
No one was injured and the
firefighters brought the blaze under
control by 3:30 p.m.. All the custom
ers and employees safely left the
building, said Barbara Jones, general
manager of The Graduate, located at
2207 Country Club Boulevard.
According to The Record of Stock
ton, Operator Chief Ronnie Galindo
said cooking grease sparked the fire
as cooks seared meat in preparation

for the dinner crowd. Some fat from
the meat dripped into open flames
and ignited a fire that roared up into
the kitchen's hood and duct system.
The Graduate is managing with a
limited menu. There is no access to
the grill. However, the oven is still
accessible, which means there is a
variety of sandwiches and pizzas.
"There is still so much to choose
from on the menu," said junior Amy
Deck, "the fire hasn't stopped me
from going there."
It will be just another two to three

weeks before the grill is available as
well, according to employees of The
Graduate.
"There was such little damage
done that is visible to customers,"
said Jim Jackson, a long-time Gradu
ate customer.
Ironically, the same day this fire
broke out at The Graduate, the res
taurant was featured in The Record's
Taste of the Town.
The feature concluded, "No
doubt about it, The Graduate is a hap
pening spot."
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Karen DeRosa on her
role as UOP's first lady
KRISTINE GIBSON
Pacifican guest writer

ASUOP Annex: Balloons,
dry cleaning and more
KELLY RANKIN
Pacifican guest writer
Where can you go on campus to
buy balloons to cheer up a friend? To
do your dry cleaning? To rent a sleep
ing bag, a refrigerator, or a piece of sports
equipment?
All of these things are available at
the ASUOP Annex...as long as you know
where it is.
The Annex provides a wide variety
of services for UOPstudents, faculty, and
staff.
Available for rent at the Annex are
VCRs, sporting equipment, camping
equipment, and refrigerators.
Greek letters and balloons for any
occasion can also be purchased there.
It is open Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
"It's not the whole campus that
knows about it," said Rebecca Moreno,
a student who works at the Annex. "It's
only a small amount of the population
that know about the services."
Could it be the location of the An
nex that keeps students from taking
advantage of the services provided?
The Annex is located by the Hand
Hall lawn. ItisnexttotheQuonsethuts.
"I think it's a good thing to have,
but it's out of the students' way," said
sophomore Kristy Cameron. "It's not
centralized."
Rhonda Greene, a sophomore who
works at the Annex, disagrees.
"Students don't perceive us as ac
cessible because of our location, but it's
as close as anything else," said Greene.
There has been talk of building the
new dining facility where the Annex
and the Quonset huts are now. Al
though funding and other final issues
must be resolved, officials said they ex
pect construction will begin next fall.

If this happens the Annex will have to
be relocated.
"We're looking at places where we
could possibly move it," said Claudene
Phillip, manager of the Annex.
ASUOP President Alexia St]erne said
that if central dining moves to where the
Annex is located, she would like to see
the Annex moved to a centralized area
where more students would utilize the
services.
Many students do take advantage of
what the Annex offers, said Greene.
Other students said that they do not
know what the Annex offers.
"Students are unaware of what's out
here," said Moreno.
Beth Castles, an English major, said,
"I've just never needed [the Annex] in
my one and a half years here. I don't
even know what's in there."
Stjerne sums it up: "I think the An
nex provides wonderful services for stu
dents. We also have room for growth
that will make it even better."

She may not be the first lady of
the United States, but she is the first
lady of the University of the Pacific.
And Karen DeRosa is starting to be
come comfortable with this title.
"When folks would refer to me
in that way at the beginning I felt,
'Oh oh what are they talking about,"'
said DeRosa. "But I do feel very hon
ored to be considered the first lady
of UOP."
Mrs. DeRosa was asked to speak
at the monthly Women of the World
talk on Oct. 17. When first asked by
Barbara St. Urbain, director of Inter
national Services, DeRosa said she
was unsure if she wanted to do this.
"When Barbara called me and
asked me to do that I said 'Oh I don't
give speeches. Let my husband give
the speeches'," said DeRosa.
St. Urbain assured her that it
would be a question and answer time
for people to get to know her and
really see Karen DeRosa.
"She spoke, I think, as a women
of the 1990s that has pulls on her
time and being a mom," St. Urbain
said.
DeRosa said she and her family
have really enjoyed their time here
so far at UOP. They enjoy going to
the different events on campus and
living on the campus itself.
"This is a wonderful place. We
have thoroughly enjoyed our first 16
months and hope to spend many
many more here," said DeRosa.
"But the best part about this is
that my views and my perspective are
being recognized. And I think for all

wom'en that's always very nice, j
Mrs. DeRosa does feel she ha
responsibility as first lady hereah j
and hopes to be a role mode: I
people. But she also wants to be -.'
own person and let people kncv.
is just like everybody else.
"There are times when I want
go, 'Oh, I'm just like everybody t;j
and I'm not in this role and Itn j
reject that. But on the other sidei:
respect the role and the responsib.
ties of it," said DeRosa.
DeRosa says the one things:
enjoys about her role of first ladv
that she gets to interact with:
people on campus.
She enjoys talking to the "go;,
out working on the yard about v.:
they're doing and enjoys getting
know them and really value theme:
the role they play on the campus :
she cam also value the Regents;
the Vice-Presidents and people or
ery level on campus.
Mrs. DeRosa's biggest surprise
how busy she has been in the roi
first lady on campus. But she
minded everyone that she and!
are a team and that is how she is
proaching her role of first lady.
One thing she especially like
the informality of California ct
pared to the more formal cultui;
the University of North Carol,
where the DeRosas lived before r
ing to UOP.
Because the weather is so won
ful and folks can be outside n
here, her family is included inD
informal functions.
"I like the less formal cultur
California and how things are
outside," she said.
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Todd Mitchell, Jenelle Bentley, Sarah Leer, Sarah Milam and Eric Harvie take a break while working as extras on "Flubber."

UOP students star in upcoming Robin Williams film
KRIS PERERA & ARON SHAFRAN
Pacifican guest writers
Twenty-five students got the chance
to bestars November 1 when they were
chosen as extras for the filming of the
new Robin Williams movie
Film crews turned UOP into
Medfield College for a day to film the
establishing shot of the school where
Y'tUiams teaches. The shots of UOP and
the extrasare expected to be used in the
°pening sequence, and again toward the
middle of the film. The rest of 'Flubber"
*iH be shot in the Bay Area and al
though filming is set to end in Febru
ary, it won't be released until Christmas
time '97.

"I thought it was interesting that it

ook all day long to shoot a short scene

i t will only be about fifteen seconds
ong

in the final cut," said junior Brit-

~®y Bogard. "It was fun to be behind
. e**nes and to live the life of an acor for a day. I can't wait to see the end
result."

Much to thestudents" dismay, Wilpresent at the shooting but
s body double donned a leather cap
a goggles to take his place. Those who
2~jNf®Kent got a laugh out of watchr/f ™m crash his motor scooter into the
PsofKnoiesHaU repeatedly throughthe day. The crew even went so far
0 string different colored leaves into
e campus trees to create more of an

autumn effect.
"Flubber" on campus. "Flubber" is
a remake of the 1961 Disney flick "The

Absentminded Professor" starring Fred
MacMurray, about a science professor
who invents flying rubber that picks up

40 years of stardom at UOP
KRIS PERERA
Pacifican guest writer
Harrison Ford, Carol Burnett,
John Cusack, Dennis Quaid. These
are just a few of the actors who have
graced our campus with their pres
ence throughout the past 40 years.
Although a film major was finally
offered to students only a year ago,
film has had quite an impressive
history on campus. Several films,
ranging from made-for-television
movies to big blockbuster hits have
been filmed at Pacific.
The most recent film to be shot
on campus was Fox 2000 and Imag
ine Entertainment's film "Inventing
the Abbotts" this past summer. Pro
duced by Ron Howard, Brian Grazer
and Janet Meyers, "Inventing the
Abbotts" is the story of two families
and the trials and tribulations they
face growing up in a small Midwestem town in the SO's.
It stars such well-known actors
as Joaquin Phoenix (little brother of

the late River Phoenix,) Liv Tyler
(daughter of Aerosmith's lead singer
Steve Tyler,) Jennifer Connelly, and
Kathy Baker. "Inventing the
Abbotts" was directed by Pat
O'Conner of "Circle of Friends"
fame. The scenes filmed at UOP
were used to represent the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania and Bryn Mawr
College.
The opening scene of "Raiders
of the Lost Ark," one of the most
well-known films made on campus,
was shot in the Conservatory of
Music. Other popular films featur
ing UOP include "The Sure Thing"
(one of Rob Reiner's first produc
tions) "Dreamscape" and "High
Time." Notable films shot in the
Stockton area are "Porgy and Bess"
"All the King's Men" and "Cool
Hand Luke."
"I think that it is very exciting
to have movies filmed here," said
senior Jenn Violet. "It's weird to
walk into the Conservatory of Mu
sic and say Harrison Ford was here."

energy.
Thomas Harrigan, the location as
sistance said, "UOP looks like an Ivy
League college. It's charming and small
town."
The extras were chosen by the San
Francisco-based casting agency Beau
Bonneau, which has done casting for
such films as "The Rock," "Nine
Months" and "Inventing the Abbotts"
(also filmed at Pacific).
Junior Sara Leer said, "No wonder
movies cost so much to make! We
mostly stood around waiting all day and
ate great food. They had a trailer of ev
erything you could imagine. While we
waited for the light to change, or the
crew to get organized, we played cards
and Frisbee. It wasal lot of fun but once
was enough."
The non-union students were paid
$40 while union members were paid
$79 for eight hours. They were each
asked to bring three different outfits
they thought were appropriate clothing
for students in a conservative Midwestem town.
Some students were already experi
enced extras, including Eric Harvie who
has been a member of the Screen Actor's
Guild since the fourth grade. Harvie,
who has been in such films as "Burglar"
starring Whoopi Goldberg and "Enemy
Mine" with Lou Gossetjr., said, "This is
a rewarding experience. I hope every
one goes out and checks out Flubber
next Christmas."

)
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Interns make some animal friends at Micke Grove Zo
VANESSA TIYAAMORNWONG
Pacifican guest writer
"I have the opportunity to expe
rience something similar to what I
have always dreamed of. 1 like the
idea of working both in the office and
out in the field," said Michelle Tho
mas, a junior majoring in biology.
Thomas is interning at Micke Grove
Zoo in Lodi and her duties include
designing information plaques for the
animals' cages, data entry and collec
tion, zoo maintenance, and general
staff functions.
"At first I was interested in zool
ogy, but now I've changed my mind.
My internship helped me to decide
that I am now more interested in do
ing research so that 1 can be more
involved with the animals," said Tho
mas. One main reason she likes be
ing at work is because she "really en
joys watching the animals and feels
like time stops" when she strolls
around the zoo.
"I'm doing an internship because
1 love animals and wanted to do

something in the biology field but I
don't know exactly what area. I've
always wanted to see how a zoo works
and work with the animals. This in
ternship has really helped me because
I wanted to find out how biology
could be used when working with
animals," said Thomas.
Not only is Thomas pleased with
her internship, but she is also con
tent with the support she is receiv
ing. "I was very impressed. Jeff (Zoo
Curator), Ken (Zoo Director), and Dr.
Tenaza (faculty supervisor and UOP
professor) are all very involved in my
internship. I think it is really neat that
they are taking such an interest in me
and my work," said Thomas.
"My jobs in the past were not re
lated to my field and I felt that this
internship would be a chance to get
a feel for working with animals. I am
learning so much information that 1
never learned in classes because the
knowledge I am obtaining can only
be gained through personal experi
ence," said Thomas.
Micke Grove Zoo is located at

Michelle Thomas and some sea lion friendsat Micke Grove Zoo

11793 N. Micke Grove Road, Lodi and
the telephone number is 953-8840.
For further information about intern-

ships, contact Linda Johnsor
tor, or Jody Smith, Associat
tor, at 943-6758.

Islamic Awareness Week

Faith, prayer, concern, self-purification, Makka
DANIEL HURTADO
Pacifican guest writer
They are a people of whom we
know everything and nothing about.
They walk among us, at times speak
ing in their native Arabic language.
The women, with their heads
wrapped delicately in unadorned gar
ments, remind us of their faith and
of our own.
The Muslim Student Association,
whose objective is to promote friendly
relations between Muslims and nonMuslims, will be holding their first Is
lam Awareness Week in conjunction
with ASUOP, Nov. 11-15.
"The purpose is to promote a bet
ter understanding of Islam for stu
dents on campus and the commu
nity," said Rakan Tarabzoni, president
of MSA.
This will be MSA's first year par
ticipating in the national event,
which will be structured around the
"Five Pillars" of Islam: faith, prayer,
concern for the needy, self-purifica
tion, and the pilgrimage to Makkah.
The declaration of faith, called the
Shahada, is one of the elements that
generate the framework of the Mus
lim life. Muslims share the conviction
that there is only One God, and
Muhammad is God's messenger.
Muslims are obligated to pray five
times a day, which is another pillar of
Islam. Salat, the name for the obliga
tory prayers, contain verses from the

Quran, which Muslims believe to be
the last revealed Word of God.
According to the Quran, the
Prophet Muhammad said that "char
ity is a necessity for every Muslim,"
thus creating a third pillar called
zakat. Muslims believe that giving al
lows for purification and encourages
new growth.
In the month of Ramadan, Mus
lims are obligated to fast for the en
tire period from sunrise to sunset.
Fasting, is seen as a means of achiev
ing self-purification.
For those who are financially and
physically able, the pilgrimage, called
Hajj, is also set as an obligation for
Muslims. The pilgrimage to Makkah,
in Saudi Arabia, attracts 2 million
people form around the world, ac
cording to The Embassy of Saudi
Arabia, in Washington, DC.
To start off the week-long event,
MSA has invited a guest speaker who
will discuss the Islamic faith as a con
tinuation of Judeo-Christian beliefs.
Other highlights of the week will in
clude a panel discussion of UOP Mus
lim students, a Jum'a prayer, and a day
of fasting, which will be broken at
sunset with a meal of Muslim food
called Hallal.
MSA will also be showing
"Malcolm X" at the McCaffrey The
ater. The organization is asking those
who attend the film screening to bring
an article of warm clothing or canned
food which will be sent to troubled

Muslim children in countries such as
Bosnia.
Islam, Tarabzoni said, has the ste
reotype of being a judgmental religion
that oppresses women.
Tarabzoni said that he hopes stu
dents will get a true view of Islam and
that the event will alleviate "stereo
41 YEm ofQUALITY
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types they may have in mi
they may have learned from
dia."
"What the media shows i
lam is always biased, alway:
to terrorism," he said.
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Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated C-armi from the Bone

"Stockton's Best"

1465WESTMARCH V
STOCKTON, CA9.
(209) 952-7286 •95-BIU

Barbequed Bedf Sandwich
from Dtsi Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Chicken

will Fr»<h Herbs

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips
Fish Sandwich
an Sourdough

Steamed Artichoke

Mayo/Butler
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415.
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• World's First Oyster
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•^/hat should I think about over the Thanksgiving holiday?
TON JAY NADLER
;ctor UOP Career Services

skiing, or visiting the beach. What
are you going to do over Christmas
break?"
There's always someone at the
table who "worked my way up the
ladder of success," of course after
graduating from the "school of hard
knocks." There is much you can do

vember is here. It's colder
iig across campus for early
•ing classes, or for a Tuesday
Wednesday morning KPAC
jcalled "Job Shock" (subtle,
7 Commercials for Christmas
2 ppear with annoying regular"a id we begin to think about
ksgiving. With this holiday in
d 1 wanted to prepare seniors
i iccasionally juniors) for "turt#."
ss the gravy. By the way, what
Ai going to do after you've find that expensive school you"re
ij to? Your ride on the gravy
i]s almost over."
n't misinterpret the question
'hat are you going to do with
est of your life?" This could
grave consequences, perhaps
ing the Heimlich Maneuver to
ige a fork full of fowl. Ideally,
epared to cite one, two, or
fields of interest you are exi^ig, and respond to the inquiry
your own question. "Do you
to support goal-setting and job
anyone within these fields
search efforts while supporting
I can talk to or who can help
yourself over the holiday break.
v ith my efforts to find employThese are ideal times to conduct in
?" To ensure that you will be
formation conversations. It is best
to do so, we urge you to visit
to view these communications as re
efer Services. After a brief session
search, not as job search activities.
tan determine whether the CaYou are trying to meet as many
Focus Program, designed to
people in fields of interest as pos
•date effective career explorasible, learn as much as you can
is an appropriate next step or
about their backgrounds and seek to
her you are prepared to address
understand the nature of entry-level
particular query. Most imporopportunities. We at Career Services
y>we can help transform goals
are prepared to teach approaches to
successful job search actions.
information conversations and en
hen I was in school I spent
courage you to use the Alumni Ca
ways working, not goofing off,
reer Advisory Network to identify

Galley Brewing
Company
'••i,

UOP NIGHT
Thursday 7:00-11:00

' ive Music 8:00 to 11:00
,

charge

WPOiscounts 7:00 to 11:00
«•M Pitchers
F

°od Specials
, °.rw* College I D.
^P<n 7 days a week
»°n-Thuts IJ:30 to 11:00
• 82 i"1,:30ta
*2:00
10m f ^,ramPa8ne Brunch
'V-OOio 2;00

^

1

W. Adams
948-ALES
m, h e

ieh'"d

M i r a c l eM i l e ,

fr,skin Rabbins

persons to speak with. Of course,
the idea of a brief "volunteer expe
rience" or "externship" (not to be
confused with a formal "intern
ship") is worthy of exploration.
Don't whine about how difficult
finding part-time or post-gradua
tion jobs is. Actions speak louder

than words. Respond by citing what
you plan to do, including informa
tion conversations, and you might
get some very good advice and a bit
of support. Toast to your relative's
past successes and be confident that
yours will follow soon. "Where are
the yams? Haven't you starting
looking for a job yet? It's not going
to be easy to find one this year."
Yes, job search traditionally
takes 3-6 months and most college
grads do not have jobs as of gradua
tion. Studies show that goal-di
rected job seekers and those who use
career services take the least amount
of time to find employment. Don't

Baael Express
1461 West March Lane, Stockton
209-952-2435 r
Open: Monday -Friday 6 am to 6 pm
Saturday & Sunday 7 am to 4 pm

Our New York bagels are boiled
like the old-fashioned tradition.
"Fresh bagels made from scratch 8 days a week on the premises
"Stuffed Blalys from heaven
"Pastries & desserts
*31 variations of bagels
"Full Express Bar
"16 variations of cream cheese
"25 Odwalla fresh juices
•Best lunch in town
"Mocha Glacier - Yum Yum

calf it vride, iayel (overs call it heaven!

put off efforts until May. Start look
ing now. Be prepared for on-campus
interviewing which takes place in
March. Now is the time to begin!
"I know a great many people in
influential positions. Give me your
resume. I'll spread it around."
You should have a resume to dis
tribute to family and friends. Visit
our office, pick up a "Resume Writ
ing Guide," write a first draft and
have it critiqued. Don't be shy when
someone offers to help, but don't
accept an offer without a sense of
how you will follow up. Someone
"spreading around" a resume is not
effective job search. Be prepared to
cite goals, gain a list of those who
will receive a resume, write follow
up notes to these persons and, ulti
mately, arrange meetings with new
found members of your "job search
network." We at Career Services are
ready to teach skills required to
implement a total and successful job
search campaign.
By now a hypothetical, yet
pointed holiday picture is clear.
Without preparation, you might be
confronting the perspiration of
rather difficult holiday scenes.
Don't be the turkey served over the
holidays. Visit Career Services soon.
Know the best ways to respond to
these rather humorous and too of
ten real situations. Take control of
your job search now! Happy Tur
key Day! Seniors and alumni, stop
by office for to register and drop off
copies of your resumes.

?J(ie Slower LBox
7135 Pacific Ave
Stockton, CA 95207
Hionc 477-7043
477-5574

r

4137 North El Dor ado
Stockton, CaHfbmbt 95206
(2051) 405-60+8

The Personal Touch
• Embroidery

Your

• Screenprinting

Garmtnts

• Fraternity Lettering

or ours

Specializing in Garment lettering of AU Typa

EUROPE $269
Be a little flexible and

save $$$

We'll help you beat the airline prices.

Destinations worldwide.
AIRHITCH® 1-800-834-9192
airhitch@netcom.com
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Classifieds

Christina Flowers
Classified Advertising
946-2115

W. March Lane ,326, 477- *—£*££££ Apple CompJ* fks*
PrideStaff has numerous temp 6446.
cial Analyst (Req 18604) wit
process. Contact Brian Musket,
Help Wanted
and full-time positions. Call
Finance/Accounting
Stockton Branch Manager,
477-6446 or visit 2800 W.
Contact Lisa Mead (408) 9'
Marketing research firm seeks (209) 824-2010 FAX 824-2066.
0808 FAX 974-9886
Mother's helper needed: Tues March Lane #362.
Phone Interviewers for Saturday, Wednesday, Thursday, 5day and Sunday and at least
ADP seeks Sales Associate in
8 p.m.: help with children,
one week night shift. Clear
Lowen
Communications
seeks
laundry, dinner, or dishes! $5/
Stockton/Modesto area. Base Circle K Company seeks St®
speaking voice required. Con
telephone
receptionists
for
na
hour. Call Michelle at 957$26k plus commission, car al Managers/Management Tia|
tact 476-8993 M-F after 4 p.m.
tion-wide
funeral
home
an
5755.
lowance, etc. Contact Eliza ees for convenience stores.
swering service, accessed 7 and Saturday after 10 a.m.,
beth Ames, 2000 Crow Can Contact John Travale, 651
days a week 24 hours a day. $7/ and mention UOP ad.
Drive tc
yon Place, Suite 450, San Commerce
hour to start. Will hire 8-10
Roseville,
CA
95678,
Phone'
For Sale
Ramon, CA 94583, (510)358part-time, flexible hours, to
(916) 786-8440 FAX 786-8521
5006, FAX 358-5032.
meet needs. Contact Walt Lisa Orozco Lynch seeks
childcare
provider.
Live
in
for
Seized cars from $175. Marshall (209) 939-3030.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevy's, Wallace and Martin Funeral room and board and a small Triad Systems seek Point of International Game Techno)
ogy has Firmware Engineer op
salary. Close to campus. Span
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps Home 520 Sutter.
ish speaking prefered. Call Sales Analyst to create market portunities. Contact Richan
and 4WD's. Your area. Toll free
research reports base on sale Wilder, Manager Firmware In
942-6105.
1-800-898-9778 xA-8700 for
history data collected from gineering (702) 688-0576.
Stanford
Shopping
Center
current listings.
Triad
Eagle computer systems
Concierge seeks "Holiday Cus
of
clients.
Support expanding
tomer Greeters." Each shift
Full-Time Career
client
base
as well as new and Ulrich and Associates Medic
will be 4 hours Friday, Satur
Opportunities
Fundraisers
categories
based on Recruiters has several openini
existing
days, and Sundays from the
anticipated client growth. for sales representatives wil
day after Thanksgiving until
Fast fundraisers available- raise Christmas. Must be available W.P. Wesson designer and Contact Cindy Pukatch 3055 leading pharmaceutical cot
$500 or more in only one for 5 weekend shifts and 3 implementor production en Triad Drive, Livermore 94550, pany. Must have degree at
week! Greeks, clubs, motivated weekday shifts. $6.25/hour. hancing and material han 1-800-289-2677 or FAX (510) minimum one year outsi
individuals. Easy- NO financial Contact Ann Brennan (415) dling systems seeks Sales Per 606-2105, jobs@triad.com, sales experience. Conta
sonnel to markey services and http://www.triad.com
Doug Ulrich, 5530 Birdcaj
obligation. For more informa 617-8585 or (800) 772-9332.
serve in consultative sales ca
Suite 210, Citrus Heigt
tion call: 1-800-862-1982 ext.
pacities. Sales Associates assess
33.
95 6 10, (9 1 6) 961-5757 F
Prudential Healthcare seeks client material handling sys Comerica seeks candidates for 961-5780.
part-time data entry persons tem needs, support efforts to Credit Analyst positions. Re
Part-Time/Work
noon-4 p.m. Contact Melissa, select optimal equipment, and quires business courses, in
Study Jobs
send resumes by FAX 951- work with Project Engineers, cluding Intermediate Account Parsons Brinckerthoff C(
9018 or mail 3121 W. March Project Managers and others to ing 1 and 2. Contact Melissa struction Services seeks rec
ensure installation and follow Cleborne, 333 West Santa Civil Engineering graduate
Susan Farrens seeks childcare Lane, Stockton 95219.
up support. Territories in sev Clara Street, 5th Floor, San Jose office/field engineering/®
W, Th, F afternoons 2:30eral areas. Contact Ian 95113, (408) 556-5345, FAX agement responsibilities
7p.m. $6.25/hour plus mem
American Honda seeks mate MacClintoc, 1405 8th Street, 556-5294.
Stockton. Projects inch
bership in Stockton Athletic
rials handlers for flexible Modesto, CA 95354, (209)
bridges, retaining walls, st(
Clubs. Call 952-1132.
hours. $9/hour. Contact Path 529-4900 FAX 529-4944.
drain pump station, etc. C
J&J's Jensen Pharmaceutical
Woodward at 123 D.S. Dervin
tact Bat Littell, (209) 951- •
seeks Sales Reps. Contact Bert
Elain Garza seeks Reading Tu Parkway in French Camp.
7826 Amber Way Stock
UNUM Life Insurance seeks Wickey (916) 632-3077 FAX
tor for 2nd Grade Boy at UOP.
95207.
3-5 hours per week. $5/hour. AT&T Snyder seeks Sales Asso Sales Coordinator who pro 632-7149.
vides marketing and customer
Call 952-7832.
ciate to work outside sales and service support for Sales Rep
North American Medical.
events or malls. Flexible sched resentatives and Providers as Simplex Time Recorder seeks
agement seeks Associate
Kelly Freed Teen Center seeks ule. Contact Mike Lopez, 1- "inside" contact. Salaried po Building Systems Technical work Administrator wit
5250 sition.
Teen Coordinators (3 posi 800-427-9666,
Contact:
Jogn Sales Representative with BSEE PC, DOS, Windows and
Claremenot
Avenue,
Stockton
tions) 20-32 hours/week days
Scatterday, General Manager, or related degree. Contact Jim work software knowle
95202.
and evenings to coordinate
UNUM 2121 North California Brooks, 3054 Gold Canal Dr., Contact David Ritchie
teen activities. Contact
Boulevard, Suite 980, Walnut Suite A, Rancho Cordova 569-7404 FAX 572-7209,
95670 (916)638-7483.
Coffee Road, Suite
Officeteam seeks candidates Creek, CA 94596, 1-800-3676166,
FAX
(510)-937-9568.
for
marketing
temp
who
Modesto 95355.
Kelly Ball, 466-1264 xl7, 343
Call Carrie Blum, UOP Sumitomo Bank seeks Account
knows
Excel
and
Word
to
cre
E. Main Street, Room 602.
ate ads; hotel front desk per Alumna, for more informa Officer Trainee. Call Elizabeth
For additional informal
son, and various other posi tion.
Hopkins, 320 California St., SF
all postings visit Cared
Entrepreneurial students/al tions. Contact Sally (209) 47694104 (415)445-8741 FAX
vices located on the se
ums needed to market long 6734 FAX 474-7152.
445-3886.
Long
Beach
Mortage
seeks
Ac
floor of McConchie Had
distance telephone services.
count
Executives
to
originate
West
Stadium, Stockto1
Flexible hours. Commission
with residuals possible. Con PrideStaff seeks candidates real estate secured loans Quaker Oats seeks Customer 95204 or call (209) 946
tact Lon or Lisa at (209) 461- with customer service skills through referral relationships Service Rep in Stockton. Con FAX 946-2760.
and French language abilities. and some telemarketing, facili tact Jack Detzel, (209) 9826271.
Call or visit immediately, 2800 tate closing of mortgage leads 5580, Ext. 238.
and gather and review land
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Dave Ottenfeld
Opinion Editor
946-2115
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Top Ten List

Top ten
things
missing at
UOP

10. Smart, goodlooking, faithful
men
9.12 a.m.
pajama party in
front of Grace
8. Resources in
the library

Editorial

The first sign and we don't like it
«
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Coming this spring, there may be a problem for
students that need to fulfill the general elective re
quirement for 3C. The 3C GE category must be com
pleted in order to graduate from UOP.
If you need it, then you will be forced to take physi
cal anthropology. This will force students to study an
area which may not interest them. In this case, there
is no choice.
It's either physical anthropology or summer school.
That's only if a 3C is offered during the summer. And
if it isn't, then UOP will welcome you back in the fall.
This situation is disturbing, especially when this
school is considered a liberal arts institution. Because
::'f that, more options should take shape.

V » i f nphysical
h r r c i r a l anthropology may
There's no doubt fthat
be an interesting course to take, but it shouldn't be
the only possibility.
We wonder what will happen when class
downsizing begins. Liberal arts may become a joke that
garners laughs only from the surviving faculty mem
bers after the hatchet is dropped.
This current problem with 3C only foreshadows
the future. If only one class will be offered next se
mester, what about next year?
The administration may look away from this and
shrug their shoulders, but we, as students, are much
smarter than we're given credit for.
We know what's happening, and we don't like it.

Opinion On: Election Result

Are sequels ever as good
°HRK PIPPIN
Pacifican Staff Writer
The election was over long ago
everyone knew President Clinton
!°uld get reelected. Bob Dole knew
.The American people knew it. My
ltor even knew it.
The real story for this political seaen has been the lack of a real story.
00 Dole proved himself an inept
residential candidate for the Repubcan Party. His lack of charm and chaSlRa couldn't budge Clinton's
Ruble-digit leads in nationwide polls,
eiRin the final week.
General Colin Powell should have

~
"J|
been the Republican
candidate.
America was primed and ready for its
first black President. Instead of nomi
nating the most popular political fig
ure in the land, (the man over 50% of
the people said they'd vote for) the
GOP let the old boys duke it out for
the losing ticket.
The final blow came at the Repub
lican convention, when Bob Dole
adopted a no tolerance on abortion
platform. Women were overwhelm
ingly against the decision to go back
wards on an issue that has been a cen
tral factor towards equal rights. Their
votes elected Bill Clinton to his sec
ond term.

President Clinton has now won
two elections with less than 50% of
the popular vote. I checked and there
is no chapter in American history that
covers this scenario. What all this
probably means is that our once strong
two-party system is evolving into
something unfamiliar. It is not logical
that the United States, which is sup
posed to be the leader of the free
world, the head of the global economy
and the foremost military superpower
in the universe, can maintain order
without an ideological consensus.
The only thing guaranteed over
the next four years is that Rush
<PP Sequel page 10

7. Libertarians
6. Regents who
are in touch with
students
5. AfricanAmericans
4. Real buildings
for art and
geology
departments
3. The Tiger Pub
2. The football
team
1. Freshman
women with
covered midriffs
Compiled ftq: The Pacifican Women
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Question of the Week
continued from page 9

Limbaugh will still have a talk show.
Expect angry Republicans to beat their
heads senseless until year 2000, when
they nominate another 74 year-old
white male to stand against abortion.
The problem for the politically
conservative citizens of our nation is
that their party has been taken over
by the religious right. This year, the
GOP handed out voting information
in churches all across the United
States. That is not to say Christian val
ues are wrong, it is just to say that the
numbers are going the other way.
We're becoming a more diverse nation
by the second, and traditional values
and ideas will come off Hitlarian to
the multitudes of new races and
groups that are bringing (and keeping)
their distant cultures inside our bor
ders.
The problem for the politically lib
eral clan is that it is too easy to elect a
crook. Bob Dole had lot's of charac
ter, but zero vision. A1 Gore thinks he's
a lock in 2000, but he will never get
the center like Clinton can because
you can tell when he is lying. Some
one else must step up to take Clinton's
place.
If it all sounds cynical, well it is.
Almost $1 billion dollars was spent on
this election, most going to TV ads,
either to promote the idea of less
spending or to bash the opposing can
didate. We might save ourselves some
misery by throwing the contest open
to the highest bidder, next time
around.
Most people blame the media for
the electorates deception, but when it
comes down to it the whole nation is
at fault, because we just don't care for
Dole or about Clinton.

March's Liquor
WHERE THE
PARTY sTARTs

What advice would you give the President?

Go communist.
Matt Suttie

There's nothing he could do
to me that Castro hasn't
already done."
Matt Griffin

If anyone saw a
golf cart hit a
young boy during
a football practice
at Zuckerman
field in August 1994

please contact

Steve at 942-4300

"If it's Clinton, next
time inhale."
Mouther Aldawsari

Pay attention to what's going
on in the world."
Amanda Nielson

"Fund programs related to
psychological treatment for all
members of society."
Tracy Menz

'If his interests don't conflict
with my interests, we won't
have a problem, capeche?"
Ian Crosno

"A Tradition
of Excellence
Nil HIRING
Call
916.638.7597 or
916.464.2090
or Contact your
local CIIP Office

1420 W. KETTLEMAN AT HAM LANE
333-3399

T
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Movie review

'Romeo and Juliet' matches
Shakespeare, measure for measure
JOSHUA POWELL
Pacifican staff writer

i
\.

•;

As soon as the opening sequence
showed Benvolio cruising down the
highway in Miami, shouting Elizabe
than obscenities at passersby, it was
plain to all that the Bard had never
envisioned this.
The swords have been turned in
for nine-millimeter pistols, the trusty
steeds given up for tricked-out hot
rods, and fair Verona has bloomed
into Verona Beach, Florida. We're not
in Stratford anymore.
Baz Luhrmann's "Romeo and
Juliet" is far from a traditional ver
sion of Shakespeare's classic play.
Rock music blares out at the audience
as the thoroughly modern cast recites
the original lines written nearly four
hundred years prior to the setting.
The result is genius.
Luhrmann has wedded the magic
of Shakespeare with the in-your-face
style of MTV. With quick cuts, fastforward editing, and music video ef
fects, this "Romeo and Juliet" sings
the same lyrics with a brand new
voice.
At the core of the tale are
Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire Danes
as the star-crossed lovers, their fami
lies embroiled in a Godfather-like war.
Under Luhrmann's direction, both
stars deliver the textual poetry with
out becoming overblown. Any failure
in that area would be a recipe for di
saster with the young audience the
film targets.
In the monologue scenes, Danes
fares slightly better than her counter
part in keeping the words fresh and
vibrant. DiCaprio keeps his delivery
low-key andbelievable but often gets
too wrapped up in the rhythm of the
text as opposed to the meaning.
Other than that, DiCaprio man
ages wonderfully in the role. His
Romeo captures the difficult mix of

BREAKAWAY
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
THUftt Open Mike
Jam Session

fiery passion and poetic angst that the
text demands. Danes' Juliet embod
ies the very vision of girlish purity
with a strong touch of the mature
astuteness of womanhood.
The initial encounter between the
two is a moment of cinematic bril
liance. Throughout the film, a recur
ring association is made with water.
Their first sighting of one another is
done through a huge aquarium tank.
Though they can see each other
plainly and are instantly enraptured,
they cannot touch and are separated
by an uncrossable ocean.
This all-important first encounter
is pulled off winningly by both stars.
The first secret meeting of the pair
finds them stealing kisses underwa
ter in the Capulet pool. There, the
water insulates them from the sur
rounding world. They neither hear
nor see nor touch anything but each
other.
Also making very strong appear
ances in the film are Pete
Postlethwaite as Romeo's confidant,
Friar Laurence, and Miriam Margolyes
as Juliet's nurse. Both give wonderful
color to their roles and make the most
of their supporting parts. Margolyes
makes for some achingly funny mo
ments while Postlethwaite's burning
stare keeps the weight of his
character's struggle firmly en
trenched.
As Mercutio, Romeo's best friend,
Harold Perrineau gives an explosive
performance. His monologue to
Queen Mab, here an acid-induced
ranting, is a wildlypowerful moment.
By far, the greatest supporting ap
pearance belongs to stage and screen
veteran Paul Sorvino as Lord Capulet.

Sorvino's menacing presence electri
fies the film in his confrontation with
Juliet. As he insists she marry Paris,
the suitor he has chosen, he flies into
a drunken rage and verily takes over
the film for a few minutes.
Luhrmann's work will inevitably
be compared with Franco Zeffirelli's
film made in 1968. Though Zeffirelli's
version is certainly the consummate
traditional version, Luhrmann was
going for anythingbut tradition. This
"Romeo and Juliet" is completely
new.
In his most popular previous
work, the surprise hit "Strictly Ball
room," Luhrmann managed to infuse
charm with his campy, Australian
style. Here, he applies the same tac
tics to the Bard. Mixing in some slap
stick, especially for the clumsy
Romeo, andkeeping the camera mov
ing in his usual unpredictable man
ner, Luhrmann vies for the attention
of the notoriously restless teenage au
dience.
This is not a film about people liv
ing long ago in far-off lands.It's a film
about energetic, passionate teenagers
living in a fast-paced, often violent
world. It's a film about a life where
we often live hard and die young. It's
a film about us.
The audience members who burn
with a poet's soul will feel that con
nection to the timeless story. The re
mainder will have to wait and face
the irony. They are the Benvolios who
end up in the rain, weeping and con
fused, after the passions of the
Romeos and Juliets have been spent.
Thus, a new "Romeo and Juliet" ends
with a new tragedy.

PHISH

DRINK SPECIALS
762a Pacific Ave, 957-3081
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What's hot in
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movies, music pacific
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KING FEATURES
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Top 10 movies
1. Sleepers
2. The Ghost and the Darkness
3. First Wives Club
4. The Long Kiss Goodnight
5. The Chamber
6. That Thing You Do!
7. The Glimmer Man
8. D3: The Mighty Ducks
9. Get on the Bus
10. Fly Away Home

i

Hi

Mem

t

by M

Top 10 singles

1. No Mercy: "Where Do You Go' Nora
(Arista)
als,
2. Los Del Rio (Bayside Boys Mix): ill
"Macarena" (RCA)
3. Celine Dion: "It's All Coming
Back to Me Now" (550 Music)
4. RuPaul: "Snapshot" (Rhino)
5. Sheryl Crow: "If it Makes You
Happy" (A&M)
6. Az Yet: "Last Night" (Laface/
Arista)
7. Aaliyah: "If Your Girl Only
Knew" (Blackground/Atlanticl
8. John Mellencamp: "Key West
Intermezzo (I Saw You First)"
(Mercury)
9. Keith Sweat featuring Athena
Cage: "Nobody" (Elektra/EEG)
10. Westside Connection: "Bow
Down" (Priority)

MULTICOLOR
CUSTOM
SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY
i DAY TURN-AROUND IN MOST CASES

California 'Tees
1439 N.El Dorado #C • StocktonI, CA 95202
(209) 467-7624 • FAX # 4677-0320 J

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30 • 7:30PM

Dancing

\'0V

£/&.•&<; In stores October 15)

WCUWHO townntccms. the mhoum. a*o aorucwuxt wsa #c
fcctma.*u.TK*£rs sinter io service cwwol si* nanuwr rem ostcmes.ior more *ros«Ai»it autn^nnm
«S*T*SE"'•i

CHARGE BY PHONE: 9167923-BASS • 209/226-BASS

81LT GRAHAM PRESENTS

FRI-SUN: (11:30, 2:00, 4:30) 7:10,9:S0
MON-THUR: (2:00, 4:30)7:10,9:50 __
ROMEO AND JULIET
„
FRI-SUN: (11:50, 2:20, 4:50) 7:25.10-™
MON-THUR: (2.20, 4:50) 7:25,10:1",
THE ASSOCIATE
„ ,„.„5
FRI-SUN: (12:00, 2:30, 5:00) 7:35,1U"=
MON-THUR: (2:30. 5:00) 7:35. 10:°' P013
HIGH SCHOOL HIGH
145,9:45
FRFl-SUN: (11:45,1:45, 3:45, 5:45) 7:45.
IN-THUR: (1:45 3:45. 5:45) 7:45, 9—
MONTO GILLIAN ON HER 37TH BIRTHDAY
FRI-SUN: (11:50, 1:50, 4:15) 7:20.9-4"
MON-THUR: (1:50, 4:15) 7:20. 930 _
FRI-SUN: (12:05, 2:15, 4:45) 7:15.9:40
MON-THUR: (2:15, 4:45) 7:15.9:40
FRI-SUN: (12:20, 3:40) 7:00,10:00
MON-THUR: (3:40) 7:00,10:0°
GHOST AND THE DARKNESS
- ,c
FRI-SUN: (11:40, 2:05, 4:35) 7:05, tw»
:05, 9:35
MON-THUR: (2:05, 4:35) 7:0
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oot beer, root abagas, and now Rusted Root
.^rxrr SERRIERE
CFPRIFRF
8IENNE

fican staff writer

Rusted Root
"Remember //
Mercury
••••
The vibrant, grassroots group from
rgh, PA called Rusted Root has
released a new full-length recordon Mercury Records. "Remember"
[Rusted Root's second recording with

mrfi* Mfr* ••

Rusted Root was formed in 1990
Michael Glabicki (lead vocals,
igwriter, guitarist), Liz Berlin (supirting vocals, percussion), Patrick
irman (bass guitar, supporting voi, percussion), and Jim Donovan
rums, percussion, supporting voils). Later that year, during a photo
, the group met Jenn Wertz (no
ger a member) and John Buynak
rind, percussion, hand drums, suping vocals). Jim Despirito (percus, hand drums) joined in 1993.
Rusted Root's first album, "Cruel
n." was self-produced, then released
the indie Blue Duck label. The
Rusted Root makes self-proclaimed "primal acoustic body-moving music" and is well-known for its live shows.
ip has also formed its own mail
er merchandise business selling tour condition...It's not like the music
band's moving bus of passing cars and
magical power,
irts, stickers, CDs, and cassettes.
thatIm writing is taken from another
the expressions on people's faces. The
You can learn more about Rusted
The band calls its sound "primal
culture...My music is very visual, and
band's power mimics this spirit of the
Root at their official website: http://
stic body-moving music" and is
I'm not just trying to explain what I moment with its sweeping lyrics and
www.rustedroot.com.
vn for its legendary live music
see in my head," said Glabicki.
tos. Its mantra-like rhythms and perRusted Root's primal drive is evi
;«ion inspire freestyle dancing, spindent on "Remember" during "Who Do
'tig, and head-shaking.
FORMAL SPECIAL OFFER
You Tell it To." A chant forms from
"the vegetarian group enjoys playTWO t OCATIONS TO KSVt TOO
the musical impetus and you find
70J Twwr • W4* J 4 • • twctov . |Nf] <>7 144!
'8 live concerts and has opened for
llOHAWmfarwi
.
.
»»tt
yourself in some remote jungle stomp
%
artists as Sheryl Crow and the
ing your feet.
MIMAl
e Matthews band. Patrick Norman
Haunting flute melodies and re
icNsrriMs
escnbes the live playing experience:
peated guitar patterns float in and out
15% Off ANY TUXIDO FtOM OUR STOCK
"• a matter of learning to break
of
the
titles
on
"Remember"
includ
vncuu OffW GOOO ON ANY SfUOO/r WWII 'CtMAi Of MO*
own the
NOT VAUO wrtN ANY omit oww . own arum *'«MF
ing "Vir
rrtMNT COUPON KW VOCMFTION
a"s
and
o
m
OWM a mscmsu otia ruxioos m out troan
tual
Real
letting
ity"
and
"It's a matter of learning to break
music
"Scat
I ° w
down
the
walls
and
just
letting
the
tered."
hrough us
The commusic flow through us into the
LUNCH or DINNER
to the aub in e d
'fnce and
audience and back to us."
WE DELIVER !!!
w o r l d
, fo us.
-Patrick Norman of Rusted Root
beat,
folk
h*n that
JUST FAX YOUR ORDER &
feel, and
aPpenWE'LL BRING IT TO YOU
purely
the
explosion
of
nineties
guitar
and
bass
lead
to
a
pow
NEED A MENU?
room^
energy
erful melange of music. When vocal
WE'LL FAX YOU ONE!
1 Path nfhmiCally'Rusted Root follows
ists Glabicki and Liz Berlin collaborate,
FAX # 472-7326
PIZZA • RAVIOLIS
their voices float above the groups per
•fiddle LioT131'0" from Africa'the
• mm mm mm mm mm mm mmm mm mm mm i
America
" G1-.W•' i
- and Asia.
cussion.
SANDWICHES
GUIDES
Wing2^his underGlabicki's voice becomes slightly
MICRO
& DOMESTIC BEERS
trin fr, Third-World rhythms to
repetitive by the end of the CD, but
UOP SPECIALS
-at ^iim * Icara8ua when he was 17.
DARTS • 3 TVS
overall the music is infused with light
SMALL;
1 TOP
S6.99
and life. Irecommend getting a copy
ntra mT* Was the hei§ht of fhe
MEDIUM; 1 TOP 57.99
of "Remember" or the group's previ
he thick oHtnt ^ Glabicki was
LARGE; 1 TOP
58.99
472-0783
ous recording, "When I Woke," also
X-LARGE; 1 TOP
59.99
es' fo"?tePPin§ out °f the United
on the Mercury label.
4415
PACIFIC
AVENUE
a whol?] ?dlearnin8 that there
Rumor has it that John Buynak is
more out there and
ofliJ k
working on a book of photography
ng told in the U.S. about
HOURS: SUN-THURS. 10AM TO 10 PM • FRI-SAT 10AM TO 12AM
where he takes pictures from the

f <
O
!>0FF*

NOW OPEN!

cuiors
pizza & pub
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Arts & Entertainment

Andrea Miller
Calendar Editor
946-2115

CALENDAR
Thursday November 7
ON CAMPUS
Cultural Coalition Discussion:
"Coming Together: We Can Make a
Difference," noon to 1 p.m. Bechtel
International Center. Light refresh
ments will be provided. Co-sponsored
by the Cultural Coalition,
Multicultural Affairs, and the Office
of International Programs.
Delta College Drama Depart
ment presents the play: "Moliers
Tartuffe." Tillie Lewis Theater, San
Joaquin Delta College, 5151 Pacific
Avenue, Stockton. Contact the Delta
College Box Office at 474-5110 for
ticket information.
Ducks Unlimited Fundraising
Event, 5 p.m. Spanos Center.
Flu Shots available at the Health
Center, 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Ap
pointments not necessary. Cost is $5.
For more information call the Flu
Shot Line at 946-2097.
Forensic Team Weekly Practice,
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Room 247 of the Li
brary. All students interested in
speech and debate are invited to
watch the team in action or contact
Shae Diilion or Jennifer Mercieca for
more information about UOP's
speech and debate team.
M.E.C.H.A. Weekly Meeting, 8
p.m. Bechtel Center.
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Breakfast Club" 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors and
children under 12. Free to UOP stu
dents with a valid sticker. See descrip
tion in the Campus Movie Review
section.
Muslim Student Association
Meeting, 5 p.m. Bechtel Center.

Friday November 8
ON CAMPUS
Conservatory of Music presents:
University Symphony Orchestra with
Michael Allard, conductor. 8 p.m.

Faye Spanos Concert Hall.
Drug & Alcohol Counselor Cer
tificate Course A-3: Goal Setting, 610 p.m. Continues on Saturday, No
vember 9, 9 a.m.-2 p.m. & Sunday,
November 10, 9 a.m.-lO p.m. Knoles
207. Instructor: Helen Scully. Fee for
the course is $75.
Kilusan Filipino Dance Festival,
8 p.m. Raymond Great Hall.
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Breakfast Club" 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors and
children under 12. Free to UOP stu
dents with a valid sticker. See descrip
tion in the Campus Movie Review
section.
Visual Literacy: An Art Ap
proach for Everyone with Instructor
Cheryl Brown, 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Class continues Saturday, November
9,9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Friday, No
vember 15, 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Qounset 4, Room 6. Fee for the course
is $80.

OFF CAMPUS
Delta College Drama Depart
ment presents the play: "Moliers
Tartuffe." Tillie Lewis Theater, San
Joaquin Delta College, 5151 Pacific
Avenue, Stockton. Contact the Delta
College Box Office at 474-5110 for
ticket information.

Saturday November 9
ON CAMPUS
Drug & Alcohol Counselor Cer
tificate Course A-3: Goal Setting, 9
a.m.-2 p.m. & Sunday, November 10,
9 a.m.-10 p.m. This is the second day
of the three-day class. Knoles 207.
Instructor: Helen Scully. Fee for the
course is $75.
Field Hockey: Western Collegiate
Championship at Brookside field,
TBA. Call 946-2UOP for more infor
mation.
McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Breakfast Club" 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors and
children under 12. Free to UOP stu

Advertise your club's
events free in the
calendar...

dents with a valid sticker. See descrip
tion in the Campus Movie Review
section.

ON CAMPUS MOVIE

Men's Basketball: UOP vs. Ger
man National Team, 7:30 p.m.
Spanos Center. Call 946-2UOP for
ticket information.

McCaffrey Center movie:
"The Breakfast Club" November
7-10, 8 p.m. Five teenage Strangers with nothing in common be
come friends and break all of the
rules while serving detention.
Emelio Estevez, Molly Ringwald,
Judd Nelson, Anthony Michael
Hall, Ally Sheedy. Universal Pic
tures. Rated R; 95 Minutes; 1985.

Men's Water Polo: UOP vs. U.C.
Santa Barbara, 1 p.m. Chris Kjeldsen
Pool.
Music Theater Audition Work
shop, presented by the UOP College
of the Pacific's Department of Drama
and Dance and featuring instructor
Scott Eckern, General Manager of
Sacramento's Light Opera Associa
tion. 1 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Participa
tion is limited and reservations are
required. Please call 946-2116 for
more information to make reserva
tions.
UOP Opera Theatre presents
"Trouble in Tahiti" & "Tickets
Please," 8 p.m. Long Theatre.

REVIEWS

McCaffrey Center movie: "12
Monkeys" November 14-17, 8
p.m. Bruce Willis portrays a con
vict offered a pardon if he travels
back to the year 1996 and finds a
way to destroy a deadly virus ca
pable of wiping out the human
race. Bruce Willis, Brad Pitt,
Madeline Stowe, Christopher
Plummer. Universal Pictures.
Rated R; 1996.

ON CAMPUS

Visual Literacy: An Art Ap
proach for Everyone with Instructor
Cheryl Brown, 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
This is the second day in the threeday series. Class continues on Friday,
November 15, 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Qounset 4, Room 6. Fee for the course
is $80.

Cooking Seminar, November 10,
12:00 to 3:00 p.m. Kautz Ironstone
Vineyards, 1894 Six Mile Road,
Murphys (209) 728-1251.
Drug & Alcohol Counselor Cer
tificate Course A-3: Goal Setting, 9
a.m.- 2 p.m. This is the final day of
the three-day course. Knoles 207. In
structor: Helen Scully. Fee for the
course is $75.

Women's Basketball: UOP vs.
Amager (Denmark), 5 p.m. Spanos
Center, (tentative) Call 946-2UOP for
ticket information.

Field Hockey: Western Collegiate
Championship at Brookside field,
TBA. Call 946-2UOP for more infor
mation.

OFF CAMPUS
Delta College Drama Depart
ment presents the play: "Moliers
Tartuffe." Tillie Lewis Theater, San
Joaquin Delta College, 5151 Pacific
Avenue, Stockton. Contact the Delta
College Box Office at 474-5110 for
ticket information.

McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Breakfast Club" 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniorsand
children under 12. Free to UOP stu
dents with a valid sticker. See descrip
tion in the Campus Movie Review
section.

Museum Family Program, No
vember 9, 1:30-4:30 p.m. Haggin
Museum, Stockton (209) 462-1566
Special afternoon family program for
children of all ages featuring handson art centers and other activities in
spired by the museum's collections
and exhibits.

UOP Opera Theatre presents
"Trouble in Tahiti" & "Tickets
Please," 2 p.m. Long Theatre.

OFF CAMPUS

Monday November 11

Trout Bout Fishing Contest for
adult/child teams and seniors. No
vember 9,6:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. $4 per
vehicle admission. Oak Grove Re
gional Park, Stockton San Joaquin
County Parks & Recreation Depart
ment. Contact Bob McMillen (209)
953-8800 for more information.

ON CAMPUS
ASUOP Senate Meeting, 9 p-111
McCaffrey Center Conference Room
Conservatory of Music: Pacific
Arts Woodwind Quintet Rehearsal,
2 p.m. Morris Chapel.

Sunday November 10

Excel 5.0 for Windows Course
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CALENDAR
instructor William Topp, 7 p.m.
, q „ m Class continues on Wednesv November 13 & Friday, Novem*,s, 7p.m,9pm.wrc Computer
ib Fee for the class is $150.
Flu Shots available at the Health
Center, 5:30 p.m.. to 6:30 p.m. Ap
pointments not necessary. Cost is $5.
For more information call the Flu
Shot Line at 946-2097.
"Islam: Beyond The Stereotypes!"
Abdussalam Chouia, Executive
Director of Northern California
Council on American-Islamic Rela
tions, as guest speaker, 6 p.m. to 9
p.m. in the Bechtel International
Center. Refreshments will be protided. The lecture presented as part
of Islam Awareness Week.
with

OFF CAMPUS
Anniversary of Stockton Public
Library Used Bookstore. Complimen
tary refreshments will be served from
10 a.m.. to 6 p.m. Special book selec
tions will be on sale this week, in ad
dition to a drawing for two gift cer
tificates. Revenue from bookstore
sales is used to support the Stockton
Public Library and its city branches.
1724 W. Hammer Lane in the Park
Woods Shopping Center.

Tuesday November 12
ON CAMPUS
Chi Alpha Christian Bible Study
& Meeting, 7 p.m. Z-Building North
west.
Confidential HIV testing at the
Health Center, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
"Five Prayers During the Day," a
panel of college-age Muslim's will dis
cuss the role of Islam in their lives,
6;30 p. . to 8:30 p.m. President's
m
Room. This event is part of Islam
Awareness Week and is sponsored by
MSA and ASUOP. For more informa
tion call Daniel at 941-8711.
Flu Shots available at the Health
Center, 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Ap
pointments not necessary. Cost is $5.
or more information call the Flu
"Ot Line at 946-2097.
"Latin America from the Oval
Wee," by Dr. Richard Feinberg,
resident Clinton's Former Advisor
jjn Latin American Affairs, 7:30 p.m.
echtel International Center. Lecture
js Presented by the Bishop Miller LecUre Committee and the School of
rrternational Studies.
^ M u s l i m Student Association

eekly Meeting, noon. WPC 130.

Tuesday World Forum: "China's
Youth: The Influence of Western
Television and Movies." Professor
Qingwen Dong discusses his research
on the socializing role of western tele
vision and movies and their influence
on the values of China's adolescents.
Noon at the Bechtel International
Center. Lunch will be served free to
all UOP students. Non-UOP students
are asked to contribute a $2 or $3 do
nation. Tuesday World Forum is spon
sored by COPA, TWF Association,
OASIS, UPBEAT, the Bishop Miller
Fund, and the Office of International
Programs.

OFF CAMPUS
Anniversary of Stockton Public
Library Used Bookstore. Complimen
tary refreshments will be served from
10 a.m.. to 6 p.m. Special book selec
tions will be on sale this week, in ad
dition to a drawing for two gift cer
tificates. Revenue from bookstore
sales is used to support the Stockton
Public Library and its city branches.
1724 W. Hammer Lane in the Park
Woods Shopping Center.

Wednesday November 13
ON CAMPUS
African American Student Union
Meeting, 8 p.m. McCaffrey Center
Conference Room.
Excel 5.0 for Windows Course
with Instructor William Topp, 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. Class continues on Friday,
November 15, 7 p.m.-9 p.m. This is
the second session in the three-day
courses. WPC Computer Lab. Fee for
the class is $150.
Flu Shots available at the Health
Center, 5:30 p.m.. to 6:30 p.m. Ap
pointments not necessary. Cost is $5.
For more information call the Flu
Shot Line at 946-2097.
Forensic Team Weekly Informa
tional Meeting, 5 p.m. 219 Hand HalL
All students interested in speech and
debate are invited to attend or con
tact Shae Dillion or Jennifer Mercieca
for more information about UOP's
speech and debate team.
Middle Eastern Student Associa
tion Meeting, 8 p.m. WPC 131.
McCaffrey Center Theatre: Spike
Lee's X and Commentary, 7 p.m. Ad
mission: Canned food or article of
clothing. Refreshments will be served.
This film showing and commentary
are presented as part of Islam Aware
ness Week and is sponsored by MSA
and ASUOP. For more information

The Muir String Quartet performs at the Faye Spanos Concert Hall Nov. 16.
call Daniel at 941-8711.

OFF CAMPUS
Anniversary of Stockton Public
Library Used Bookstore. Complimen
tary refreshments will be served from
10 a.m.. to 6 p.m. Special book selec
tions will be on sale this week, in ad
dition to a drawing for two gift cer
tificates. Revenue from bookstore
sales is used to support the Stockton
Public Library and its city branches.
1724 W. Hammer Lane in the Park
Woods Shopping Center.

Thursday November 14
ON CAMPUS
Flu Shots available at the Health
Center, 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Ap
pointments not necessary. Cost is $5.
For more information call the Flu
Shot Line at 946-2097.
Forensic Team Weekly Practice,
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Room 247 of the Li
brary. All students interested in
speech and debate are invited to
watch the team in action or contact
Shae Dillion or Jennifer Mercieca for
more information about UOP's
speech and debate team.
McCaffrey Center Movie: "12
Monkeys" 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students with
a valid sticker. See description in the
Campus Movie Review section.
M.E.C.H.A. Weekly Meeting, 8
p.m. Bechtel Center.

McCaffrey Center Movie: "The
Crow" 8 p.m. 8 p.m. at the McCaffrey
Center Theater. General Admission
is $3, $1.50 for seniors and children
under 12. Free to UOP students with
a valid sticker. See description in the
Campus Movie Review section.
The Message - A documentary
about Mohammed, the last prophet
in Islam, 5 p.m.Jessie B. Lounge. Din
ner will be served. This event is pre
sented as part of Islam Awareness
Week and is sponsored by MSA and
ASUOP. For more information call
Daniel at 941-8711.
Muslim Student Association
Meeting, 5 p.m. Bechtel Center.
Women of the World: "The Mus
lim Woman Today: A Look To The
Past, A View Towards The Future,"
Muslim women discuss the impor
tance of Islam and their religion in
their daily lives, noon. Bechtel Inter
national Center. Sponsored by the
Office of International Programs.
Light refreshments will be provided.

OFF CAMPUS
Anniversary of Stockton Public
Library Used Bookstore. Complimen
tary refreshments will be served from
10 a.m.. to 6 p.m. Special book selec
tions will be on sale this week, in ad
dition to a drawing for two gift cer
tificates. Revenue from bookstore
sales is used to support the Stockton
Public Library and its city branches.
1724 W. Hammer Lane in the Park
Woods Shopping Center.
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Restaurant review

Dante's California-style pizza makes mouths happy

CHRISTINA FLOWERS
Pacifican staff writer
If you haven't already heard or
witnessed for yourself, Pacific Bak
ing Company closed its doors
shortly before we returned
from summer break.
The brightly
painted building just
outside the UOP
campus is now
vacant and no
longer serves its
famous Califor
nia-style pizza.
I was very
disappointed
to discover
that this excel
lent restaurant
had gone out of
business due to
lack of customers.
In memory of
Pacific Baking Co., I
am writing this week to
inform you of Dante's
Pizza.
Dante's is owned by one of the
previous owners of Pacific Baking
Company and you are certain to
find many similarities.
Dante's seems to be much less
well-known by UOP students, per
haps because it is located on the far
side of Pacific past Hammer Lane
and tucked discretely away in a
small shopping center.
Dante's is a unique restaurant
and alough they do serve pizza they
do not subscribe to the typical in
terior-decorating theories of most
pizzerias. Dante's is no Round
Table.
The dining room lights are
dimmed and cloth napkins and full
silverware settings sit atop green
marble tables adorned with vases of
fresh flowers.
The decor is simple and classic
in traditional blues, greens and
grays with cloth booths and dark
wooden tables and chairs.
All this makes for a very elegant,
classy atmosphere.
•Model open dally
•Unique 1,2,8 3
bedrooms
•Park - Hke setting
•fireplaces
*PooI/Spa

APAITMfKTS
%
Q V a Yl t.AKtt

$150 off first months
ronton 1 bedroom
apartments

Grouse Run Apartments

•173B (itouse Run Drive • !209i <157-6710

Dante's serves a wide variety of
pizzas, which range in price from
$ 11-$ 18. You can choose from
com
m a n y

bina
tions of traditional top- pings,
or creative originals such as the
Petaluma Chicken pizza (marinated
chicken, garlic, red onions, mush
rooms and tomatoes) or the Valley
Vegetarian Delight (made with ar
tichoke hearts, mushrooms, on
ions, bell peppers, olives and fresh
tomatoes).
Dante's also offers a variety of
other Italian dishes, including
sandwiches, salads, appetizers and
pastas. All sandwiches are made on
freshly baked bread and served
with fries.
They include sandwich selec
tions such as the Monterey
Chicken and Swiss, served on a

Look Your Best
Styles to compliment
your personality

Fashion Eyewear

fresh baked bun with honey Dijon
mustard sauce, lettuce and tomato,
or the California cheese steak with
sliced rib eye steak, onions, mush
room, chili peppers and topped
with layers of mozzarella
cheese.
Dante's serves a
variety of pastas
and sauces in
many combi
nations. A
few
op
tions ine l u d e
marinara,
chicken
tomato
basil,
pesto or
alfredo.
Pastas
range in
price from
$4.75-$7.
A small
group
of
friends and I vis
ited Dante's on a
Wednesday night around
6:00. I was surprised to find
that it wasn't crowded. In fact,
there were only two other occupied
tables.
We were quickly and atten
tively served and ordered a large
pepperoni and pineapple pizza.
Because Dante's pizzas are fresh
and made-to-order, the restaurant
informs its customers that they
will have to wait for their pizza to
be prepared.

This was not a major probie
as we were served our pizza a rt
sonable 25 minutes after order®'
When our pizza arrived, otwaitress placed the hot pizza trai
atop a nice silver platter an;
handed us a pie-server-looking coji
traption with which to serve tht
pizza
The tray slid off the table andl
dove from my bench to successful
successfullr'
save the whole pizza from the floor
Then the fallen tray knocked ova
water glasses in a domino effect.
As everyone in the restaurant
laughed, our waitresses cheerfully
removed and replaced our soggy
napkins and dried our table.
When it came, our pizza was
hearty and so filling that the foui
of us barely finished half of it.
So, if you are an old Pacific Bak
ing Company lover, or are looking
for a great pizza, try Dante's Cali
fornia-style Pizza at 9305 Thorntor.
Road, 474-0221.
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(209) 957-2827/(800) 347-RIDE

Fend! • Armani • Polo
Sport Sunglasses
RxOakley• Rayban • Revo

DENTAL PLAN

Fast Service On Glasses
and Contact Lenses
* Student Discounts *
Meyers Optica! 476-0913
1503 St, Mark's Plaza C2

only $ K700
wf
per year
Save money and your teeth!
Enroll Now!

No charge for
diagnosis and x-rays

Call for brochure - (800) 655-3225

(209)478-6290

2324 GRAND CANAL BLW
STOCKTON, CA 95207
ACROSS FROM THE
HILTON ENTRANCE
Catering Available

Sports

Susie Berg

Sports Editor

946-2115
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Stunt men, dance team hope to raise UOP spirit
KELLY STEVENS
pacifican guest wnter
Of course, cheerleading at UOP is
new, but the members are. And
sob their gender.
This year's spirit squad will intro
duce a first ever for the Tigers: stunt
men These 8 daring men will perform
along of the women cheerleaders at
LOP'S men's basketball games.
The change will literally take the
spirit squad to new heights. The stunt
men have the capability to lift the cheer
leaders and complete stunts that the
cheerleaders alone couldn't do before.
Squad members hope it will enhance
the performanceand impress the crowd.
"Now all the cheerleaders can be
fivers (not bases) in the stunts," said
Ceiexy Stout, captain of the cheer squad.
-We are able to do things we couldn't
do in yean past."
"With the stunt team it brings us
up to a collegiate level," cheer squad
member Kelly Tallant said. "We hope
for better crowd involvement than ever
before."
The stunt men were recruited by the
cheer squad through suggestion of their
advisor, Cathy Bialek. "1 told the girls if
they really wanted to get the guys in
volved they
go find them,"
—-y had to ©
—' Bialek
nothing

uch>>h»
..
.
.
m.
'She has
said. "They did
e
x
t
e
nsive
a great job of
background
that."
experience
No one was
in cheer and
happier about
also
did
the turn out
stunt
water
than the cheer
skiing,"
squad.
Stout said.
The stunt
" S h e ' s
men said they
great."
were excited
You can
about the debut
catch all the
of the new
action of the
team, although
cheer and
they admit it
stunt teams
isn't as easy as it
at
the
may seem.
Spanos Cen
"None of us
ter Nov. 9,
had any experi
when the
ence and the
womens and
moves aren't as
mens basket
easy as they
ball teams
look," said stunt The new stuntmen hope to add excitement
host a sea
man Damen
son
opening
double
header.
Fugett. "All the guys love it."
Your trip to the concession stands
So far, the guys have nothing to
and
restrooms at the UOP basketball
complain about, with the exception of
games
this fall may have to wait until
a few pulled muscles and pairs of sore
after intermission. The UOPdance team
wrists.
plans to their groove on in Spanos.
Not only is the squad jumping to
new levels, so is its staff. Gina Allen took
Five funky hip-hop dancers are
the head coaching job for the cheerlead
ready to start a dancing tradition at UOP,
ers.

beginning their first year iperforming at
h«rinnine
Tiger intercollegiate sports events.
"All the girls have experience in tap,
jazz, and ballet," said Mia Jacobsen, a
dance team member. "I'm looking for
ward to a good solid team. I want our
team to look sharp together."
In previous years the dance team
and cheerleaders combined toform one
team. This year the members had a
choice to make.
"We needed to break up the talent.
We were asking the cheerleaders to
dance and the dancers to cheer," said
Cathy Bialek, advisor of the spirit teams.
"This way they can choose what they're
more comfortable with." The dance
team has already performed at women's
volleyball games and is excited about
performing at upcoming Tiger basket
ball games.
Five women make up the dance
team, but more are encouraged to get
involved. To allow new members to
join, the team has decided to hold tryouts once a semester instead of once a
year.
"It's something that got me in
volved with the athletic department
and the campus. I've met a lot of new
people. It's a great experience,"
Jacobsen said.

Club soorts: Great way to compete in college
U

U

U

•

JEFFREY GADDIS
Pacifican guest writer

So you've played backyard badmin
ton at family reunions and parties, but
don't know where to go to play com
petitively? Club sports may be your
outlet.
There are currently seven club
Torts at UOP. All are supported by stu
dent funds from ASUOP. On average,
uch team receives around one thou^nd dollars to defray the costs assoa"ed with that sport. All other monies
-re Psyed by the participants.
Students actually pay to play," said
?en s soccer coach and business proeisor Richard Vargo. "The rest of the
^°ney comes from ASUOP and some
"^alumni donations."
, , V*len asked about the lack of funds
b sports, field hockey coach Carla
act said, "It's just not a part of the
thletic budget."
Students seem to be under the im' Sl°n fhat since thefootball team has
.
dismantled there should be some
j^tds floating around the athletic
• mnent that could be used for club

J penses are ,left
""II would
would be satisfied if the
the athletic
athleti
Pft to the individual
to the individual.
—: A Konet. nf
oenses
with nnhlicitv.
department helped us with
publicity,"
sports, said
Of mnrv
course this
this also
also
Graduate student Kevin Smith of
means that we don't have the money
Vargo said.
the lacrosse team said, "Referees are so
Konet said she would like to see
coming in from football, she said.
expensive, we buy our own equipmentmore club sports available to
Funding for club sports at UOP ac
a good $300, all in all about five bills a
students."If students wanted more club
tually fairs well when compared to
sports, then (they) would let their sena
schools with more students. Mississippi
^President of UOP's club hockey
tors know," Konet said, "Then we can
State University has four times as many
team, Matt Kartozian, said that equip
propose it to ASUOP or the Regents.
students and receives ten thousand dol
ment for his players can "eaily run over
Questions of where the money
lars less than UOP for their club sports
one thousand dollars."
4Ct t/_D
would
come from for more club sports
program.
,
"We get some money from Asuuy
are answered by Konet, "The money
San Diego State University has
but we deserve more." Smith said.
won't come from athletics, it comes
twelve active clubs, and none of these
"We've got a handful of people that
from the students. Club sports are stu
clubs receive any money directly. Par
can't even afford cleats."
dent run organizations."
ticipation fees for each of the sports vary
Smith said that one out of every five
Sophomore Dave Evans would like
UOP club teams include men's and
students who want to play simply don't
to see more club sports but, "as long as
women's lacrosse, ice hockey, badmin
have the money. "Twenty
they wouldn't take it from teacher s sala
ton, men's soccer, rugby and, to the sur
wouldn't be able to afford it," he said.
ries. Teachers are underpaid as it is."
prise of many, crew. Crew is currently
Kartozian believes that his sport
Those involved with dub sports are
inactive because w e cannot find a
actually brings students to UOP. "I have
optimistic
about the future. "We have
coach, Konet said.
talked with fifteen incoming freshmen
new leadership in ASUOP. They under
"We have boats and everything sit
this year from around the country in
stand recreational needs~.I foresee real
ting in storage, but no coach. We have
terested in coming to school here be
positive changes," Konet said.
the Delta, but no coach," Konet said.
cause of hockey," he said.
"DeRosa wants to support cluD
The fee to play men's soccer is 528,
Senior MattSuttle played volleyball
sports and make them grow, but I
lacrosse players face a $50 per season
at the club level before it turned Divi
haven't seen anything yet. In the com
charge, and ice hockey Pla>'e^aref'ia
sion I. "If it weren't for the club volley
ing years it's a possibility, said
S60
lenged to come up with
°ball program I wouldn't be here, he
Kartozian.
fees cover uniforms, referees and other
said.
miscellaneous spending. Travel ex-
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Field Hockey

Tigers prepare for weekend tournament
MIKE DALGETY
Pacifican staff writer
In their final weekend of field
hockey competition prior to the sea
son-concluding Western Collegiate
Tournament, the Tigers dropped a 40 decision to the California Golden
Bears in a NorPac Conference game
at Berkeley last Friday afternoon.
Erica Friesen scored two goals,

and Megan Sainsbury and Elke Popp
added one goal each to lead Califor
nia to victory as the Golden Bears
defeated the Tigers for the second
time this season.
Tiger goalkeepers Sandy Jones
and Jocelyn Castillo combined for 22
saves on the afternoon. Castillo held
California (6-6, 3-1 NorPac Confer
ence) scoreless over the final 20:41 of
the game.

Karey Knowles recorded her sev
enth defensive save of the season for
Pacific.
"We were not the same team that
played so well in Ohio a week ago,"
said Head Coach Carla Konet.
The Tigers (2-9, 0-4 NorPac) are
scheduled to host the Western Colle
giate field hockey tournament this
Saturday and Sunday at Brookside
Field. Division 1 and club teams from

Exciting times for intramural competitors
INTRAMURALS OFFICE
Volleyball is off to a great start
and the fun has only just begun! Pa
cific Intramurals is excited to see all
the participants and the enthusiasm
that has rocked the main gym in the
first few weeks of volleyball.
Teams have already proven that
the fight to the playoffs is going to
be a battle and that the T-Shirt in the

end will be well worth the fight.
Basketball entries are now being
accepted. The intramural staff
thought that it would be important
to remind you that 3v3 team entries
fill up fast so make sure you get over
to the intramurals office as soon as
possible to pick up your entry forms
for the 3v3 tournament sponsoredby
Schick.
Pacific IM is currently looking for

basketball officials and score keepers.
If interested in either of these paid
positions, please stop by the IM of
fice in Main Gym or call 946-2716.
There are still some activities left
this semester so come pick up the
entry forms for these sports soon:
3 V 3 Entries close Nov. 13th
Pre-holiday Entries open Nov.
18th Entries close Dec. 3rd
Basketball

throughout the state are scheduled
to compete in the two-day tournament. As of press time, Pacific is ten
tatively scheduled to play its fjrst
tournament game Saturday afternoon at 3:30 p.m. Seniors Jennifer
Clanton, Julie Norbutas, and Michele
McClaskey will be honored during
pre-game festivities prior to the Ti
gers' game on Sunday.

TEAM LEGENM

IMlM
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS,MUGS
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!!

JOIN US AT OUR New LOCATION

4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
209/469-2474 FAX:209/4694589
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IOP senior golf player ready for the next level
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Corte-Real prepares for life on the links as a professional

JIKE DALGETY
[acificon staff writer

playing golf for an intercolle.3te team is something UOP senior
ean Corte-Real could only dream
,f while studying at an English
•aiding school or living in his nafve Portugal. "In England and Porugal," Corte-Real said, "you pretty
mch have to give up sports to
udy at a university."
Enter Pacific. "I really had no
!ue what 1 was getting into when I
ame to Pacific," said Corte-Real. "I
bought college golf would be pretty
ard, but early on I saw I could comiete."
Four tournaments into his seior campaign, Corte-Real has
hown that he is capable of far more
ban just competing. After an imressive junior season in which he
laced second four times, Corte-Real
iroke through to win the 1996 USF

Invitational at the heralded Olym
pic Club in San Francisco, which has
previously played host to the U.S.
Open.
Even with his recent success,
Corte-Real is quick to acknowledge
his family and his golfing idol for
the many ways they have influ
enced him both on and off the
course.
"My family has been a great in
fluence," he said. "They have given
me a chance to continue playing by
giving me the opportunity to be
here."
"I guess I would have to say that
(Jose-Maria) Olazabal has been my
greatest golf influence. I respect the
way he handles himself on the
course, his attitude, and his ability."
With the spring season seem
ingly right around the corner, the
well-traveled Corte-Real has set
some lofty, yet attainable, indi
vidual and team goals. "Individu

ally, I'd like to win two
tournaments, win the Big
West Player of the Year
award, and be named an
All-American," he said.
"As a team, I'd like us to
win a few tournaments
and advance to the
regionals and nationals."
When Corte-Real's
collegiate career con
cludes at the end of the
spring season, he has ev
ery intention of taking
his game to the next
level. "I'd really like to
give it a try on the pro
fessional tour for at least
three or four years, either
in the United States or
Europe," he said. "If that
doesn't work out, I have
a few job offers in Portu
gal. I'd really prefer to
golf though."

Corte-Real excited about playing pro circuit

You've got a lot to grin about when you use AT&T or an
AT&T Universal MasterCardo. Like an AT&T True Rewards0
Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and:
• Sam Goody/Musicland gives you a 15% discount
on CDs and cassettes.
• "TCBY"® Treats gives you a freebie after you buy two.
• BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO® makes your third movie
free, when you rent two.®
• Amtrack lets your companion travel for 25% off.
But True Rewards is just one part of our special
college package. Here are some more:

AT&T Tret Rack'
Savings

AT&T WorMSrtS-vto*,

A TAT Universal
MasterCard*.

To sign up for the AT&T True Rewards® Program, call

1800 654-0471

AT&T

Your True Choice
http://www.au.com/collegc
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January Term runs from
\P
^
Monday, Jan. 6 through Friday, Jan. 24.
Times and dates of courses vary.
One, two or three units,
academic or elective credit,
Pass/No credit or letter grade,
January Term has what you're looking for
Many courses have limited enrollment,
so don't delay!
*Full tuition payment required at registration.

For more information,
talk to your Student Advisor or
Faculty Advisor or call
the Office of Lifelong Learning
in McConchie Hall at (209) 946-2424.
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